
 

Study reveals troubling disparities in
prescribing opioids for patients with
nonmalignant chronic pain
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According to the National Institute on Drug Abuse, more than 90
Americans die every day by overdosing on opioids. While heroin and
synthetic opioids such as fentanyl account for part of the crisis, in 2015
about 2 million people in the U.S. suffered from substance use disorders
related to prescription opioid pain relievers.
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Now, a recent study from the University of Kansas School of Pharmacy
has uncovered disturbing trends in prescribing opioids for nonmalignant
chronic pain (defined as pain lasting for more than three months not
associated with cancer). Published in the journal Pain Medicine, the
analysis of 690 million outpatient visits related to nonmalignant chronic
pain between 2000 and 2007 suggests prescriptions of opioids are
influenced by non-medical factors such as a patient's form of insurance,
geographic region and patient's relationship to the provider. These
differences are difficult to interpret based on the complexity of
treatment and the challenges of determining appropriate opioid
prescribing.

Among the key findings:

Patients age 35-49 were 1.47 times more likely to receive opioids
compared with other age groups
Patient visits with primary care physicians were 1.83 times more
likely to result in opioid prescriptions than specialty physicians
Patients with publicly funded insurance were more likely to
receive opioids compared with patients with private insurance
Patients in the U.S. South were more likely to be prescribed
opioids
Patients of Hispanic ethnicity were less likely to receive opioids

"More patients are dying from opioid overdoes than car accidents, based
on 2015 CDC data," said Rafia Rasu, lead author of the study and
associate professor of pharmacy practice at KU. "We take so many
precautions about car seats and seat belts, but this is obviously a serious
public health problem right now that needs immediate attention as more
people are dying now from drug overdose."

Rasu and co-author Maureen Knell of the University of Missouri Kansas
City School of Pharmacy performed statistical-software analysis on data
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from the National Ambulatory Medical Care Survey to determine
predictors of opioid use based on patient-specific factors.

The researchers found social and cultural factors seem to play too large a
factor in determining which patients receive opioid prescriptions.

"Prescribers aren't always following guidelines," Rasu said. "The
prescription has to be appropriately written, need to verify if a patient
already has tried something else as a first-line therapy or not. From a
snapshot, this is what we see and this needs to be looked at more
carefully and longitudinally. Prescribers could more closely follow
guidelines like those from the American Academy of Pain Medicine and
CDC."

Rasu recommended more use of "prior authorization" when prescribing
opioids—a constraint requiring physicians and others to get approval
from an insurance provider to prescribe a medication.

"It's a technique that requires prior authorization so they need to take an
extra step to get opioids," she said. "Effective pain coping strategies and
standardized protocol and education curriculum may help to change the
culture. Opioids help to relieve pain, but much more caution should be
taken as they can be dangerous to some patients as opioids possess
addictive properties. Recent national priority to promote prescription
drug monitoring program showed promising results with patient safety
and health."

Hispanic patients were 30 percent less likely to receive opioid
prescriptions than non-Hispanic patients.

"This could be due to a lack of insurance coverage or ability to pay," the
authors wrote. "It could also be due to possible language and/or cultural
barriers, resulting in underreporting of pain and instilling more physician
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fear concerning their patients' ability to safely take opioids."

The study showed cultural factors could play a role in prescribing
opioids as well. The research revealed patient visits in the Southern
region of the United States were 1.36 times more likely than those in the
Northeast region to list treatment with opioid pain relievers, which
correlates with a higher rate in the number of opioid-related deaths in
the Southern region.

"It could be due to attitudes towards pain management and norms of
practice we possess in different clinical settings. We have differing
expectations," Rasu said. "This needs to be looked at—why is there
geographical variation? What needs to be done?"

Rasu hopes her research results will influence stakeholders up and down
the decision-making process.

"Especially policymakers," she said. "They need to look at it carefully as
well as public health officials and health care providers. They need to
understand these things are happening around the nation. Also
pharmacists, nurses, physicians—everyone involved in taking care of
these patients—should take a look at this."
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